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Articles

CIMA members can obtain articles on this topic from the Business Source Corporate database which can be found in the Professional Development section of the CIMA website.


Articles (continued)

Internal audit needs to ‘tip the balance’ back from Sarbanes-Oxley compliance. *Corporate Board*, January/February 2006, Volume 27, Issue 156, p. 28


Books


Books (continued)


Websites

[Sarbanes-Oxley – financial and accounting disclosure information](http://www.sarbanes-oxley.com)

Provides a complete cross referenced index of SEC filers, audit firms, offices, services, fees, compliance/enforcement actions and other critical disclosure information.

[Sarbanes-Oxley Act Forum](http://www.sarbanes-oxley-forum.com)

Interactive community portal designed to facilitate the exchange of information between those seeking to comply with the requirements of this important legislation. It is also intended to act as a guide, offering useful resources and tips.